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Q I’m having trouble with

the joints in a wallboard

job showing through

several layers of low-

sheen paint. What can I do and how do

I avoid this problem in the future?

A Don’t feel alone. This

situation has caused

much heartburn and

finger pointing among

wallboard finishers, wallboard manufac-

turers, painters and paint manufacturers.

ASTM has attempted to address the

problem (and continues to) in ASTM

C840, which is the source material for the

publication of several versions of the

“Recommended Levels of Gypsum

Board Finish” (most notably in the Gyp-

sum Association’s GA-214). The Drywall

Finishing Council also has published a

document, “Recommended Levels of

Paint Finish Over Gypsum Board,” to

address this and other related problems.

And the debate continues.

The crux of the problem is basically that

a coat of properly applied paint is just

over one one-thousandth of an inch thick

(one mil), so it can’t hide variations in a

wallboard surface but so much. The

shinier the paint, the more light it reflects,

and the more it exposes what the paint

industry refers to as a “profile difference.”

In this case, the profile of the bare wall-

board is different from that of the joint

treatment used on the joints. It is a not

too well kept secret that cheap flat paint

does a pretty good job of masking this
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profile difference, and generally is easier

to touch up. But cheap flat paint is not

very durable and doesn’t go as far as high-

er quality paint.

The trade-off is labor costs—it takes

more labor to apply the several coats

required to hide the substrate sufficient-

ly and additional labor to constantly

touch up a paint that has little, if any,

durability. More durable, longer lasting

paint is generally shinier (the shinier it is,

the more abuse it will take) and though

it often offers better hiding, it is also

much more difficult to touch up. So,

what may have been saved in labor when

going from a cheap flat paint that hides

the imperfections and touches up well to

a better grade of paint that, though more

durable, shows more of the substrate’s

imperfections, should have been invested

in the finishing of the wallboard.

And just exactly how does one predict all

of this and thereby prevent further occur-

rences of an unsightly profile difference?

Careful reading of the above mentioned

documents explains that as the viewing

conditions become more critical, the

more work needs to go into both the wall-

board finishing and the painting. In oth-

er words, a crummy paint job will spoil

the appearance of fine wallboard finish-

ing job, and a perfect paint job will not

fix a sloppy wallboard finishing job. So to

avoid this problem in the future, both a

level 5 (premium) finish and a level 5

(premium) paint job should be done. A

level 5 wallboard finish requires (BTW:

the language used in ASTM C840 and

GA 214 is still evolving on this very top-

ic) that the entire wallboard surface be

“skim coated” with joint compound in

order to provide uniform texture and

porosity of the substrate prior to painting.

A level 5 paint finish requires a coat of the

appropriate primer (they say drywall

primer, I say read the label of the finish

paint first) and two coats of the finish

paint applied per the manufacturer’s rec-

ommendations.

Finally, how do we fur this problem once

we’re there? If it can be done (and again

it really depends on how well the wall-

board finishing job is), you can sand the

entire surface using 100 grit sand paper

to provide a reasonably uniform surface,

and repaint. You may get away with just

applying another finish coat, but if you

want to hedge your bets, it’s best to bite

the bullet and use the appropriate primer,

and then recoat.

If, on the other hand, the wallboard fin-

ishing job is marginal to begin with, you

will find it necessary to skim coat over the

sanded paint and then repaint. I suggest

trying a test area with each of these meth-

ods before deciding which is the best

remedy.
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